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Abstract
Software-intensive systems evolve continuously under
the pressure of new and changing requirements, generally
leading to an increase in overall system complexity. In
this respect, to improve quality and decrease complexity,
software artifacts need to be restructured and refactored
throughout their lifecycle. Since software architecture artifacts represent the highest level of implementation abstraction, and constitute the first step in mapping requirements
to design, architecture refactorings can be considered as
the first step in the quest of maintaining system quality during evolution. In this paper, we introduce an approach
for refactoring software architecture artifacts using model
transformations and quality improvement semantic annotations. First, the conceptual architecture view is represented
as a UML 2.0 profile with corresponding stereotypes. Second, instantiated architecture models are annotated using
elements of the refactoring context, including soft-goals,
metrics, and constraints. Finally, the actions that are most
suitable for the given refactoring context are applied after
being selected from a set of possible refactorings. The approach is applied to a simple example, demonstrating refactoring transformations for improved maintainability, performance, and security.
Keywords: software evolution, software architecture refactoring, model transformations, UML profiles, qualitydriven re-engineering

1. Introduction
Software evolves in reaction to various environmental
stimuli including variations in business and technical requirements, and changes in market demands and condi1 This work is funded in part by the IBM Canada Ltd. Laboratory,
Center for Advanced Studies (CAS) in Toronto.

tions. Within the context of model-driven software evolution, changes can be applied to software models at different
levels of abstraction and detail, such as architecture design
or source code models. As a result to these changes, the
complexity and brittleness of software grows, and inconsistency between related models and their elements may arise.
To decrease complexity and ensure integrity of the different
artifact models, it is necessary to create a controlled environment for software evolution where model transformation
and model refactoring mutations can be performed systematically.
Refactoring in a traditional sense refers to restructuring the source code of the system. In model-driven architecture (MDA) and encompassing model-driven development (MDD), refactoring can be performed on any MOFcompliant artifact model, and is generally viewed as a process of improving the internal structure of a software system
without disrupting its external behavior [10]. We refer to a
refactoring mutation as a neutral software evolution cycle
that is based on specific quality goal that does not affect
external system behavior. Based on this view, refactoring
also refers to interpreting quality goals, defined as nonfunctional requirements, in terms of structural changes of artifacts models under specific preconditions (e.g., existence of
a specific design pattern) and postconditions (e.g., must not
change specific interaction scenario).
In forward engineering, software architecture artifacts
represent the first step in mapping requirements models to
design elements. Similarly, from the reverse-engineering
perspective, software architecture is among the highest level
source code abstraction models that can be extracted. Consequently, in a top-down approach to software refactoring, architectural refactoring can be considered as the first
step in changing system implementation to match specific
quality-improvement goals. Changes to architectural models must, however, be performed carefully and systematically, as they may impact the elements of more specific

design and implementation models. Nevertheless, if performed correctly and accurately, changes at the architectural
level may lead to more significant, and positive improvements in the structure of a software system.
In this paper, we introduce an approach for refactoring of software architecture models using semantic annotations and UML 2.0 profiles. We use profiles instead of
domain models or metamodels to create a unified method
for refactoring of different models and views that allows
preservation of metamodel properties, such as types and relations, but that also allows expression of refactoring transformations in a generic way. As a first step in realizing
this goal, software architecture views are represented using UML 2.0 profiles, where specific view elements are
denoted by restrictive stereotypes. These stereotypes extend or modify the abstract syntax of language elements,
and define the usage and semantics for the newly added elements [2] (e.g., <<component>> and <<connector>>).
Similarly, the soft-goals, metrics, and constraints associated with a particular refactoring quality goal are denoted
by the refactoring context UML profile, and made part of
the <<semanticHead>> stereotype to represent a set of
related soft-goals and metrics. A semanticHead instance is
linked to a refactoring transformation to indicate its effect
on soft-goals and applicable metrics. Next, using an approach to quality-driven refactoring as introduced by Mylopoulos et al. [6], a specific refactoring goal is represented
as a soft-goal interdependence graph (SIG) of soft-goals
and related quality metrics. Using the refactoring context,
the elements of SIG are mapped to architectural refactoring
transformations. Finally, based on a query of semantic annotations, the most suitable refactoring transformations are
selected and applied.

1.1. Motivation
By introducing the proposed framework, we aim to address the following:
1. Standardize and formalize quality-driven refactoring
using UML. We formalize existing refactoring methods through the refactoring context and model transformations.
2. Use UML profiles to represent different architecture
modelling views in a standardized format. As a proof
of concept, we have created a profile for the conceptual
architecture view.
3. Show a method for encoding refactoring transformations and use them as part of the framework to refactor
an existing system. We provide a comprehensive example on which we illustrate encoding, selection, and
application of transformations.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines
related research in the areas of architectural repair and
refactoring and model transformations. Section 3 discusses
the representation of software architecture and architectural
refactoring using UML 2.0 profiles. Section 4 introduces
our approach to software architecture refactoring using softgoals and defined UML profiles and applies it to a detailed
example, with Section 5 that provides our conclusions and
directions for future research.

2. Related Research
Mens [17] has conducted a detailed survey of software
refactoring. As part of the survey, the general approach to
refactoring was identified to include: (1) identify the location for refactoring, directly on the source code or on one of
the more abstract artifacts; (2) determine which refactorings
should be applied for the given location, for instance, refactoring bad smells such as code duplication to improve maintainability [10]; (3) guarantee that the refactoring changes
that are considered preserve external behavior, for example,
using preconditions and postconditions defined on the same
set of input and output values [19]; (4) apply selected refactorings, (5) assess the effect of the refactoring on the quality
(e.g., complexity, or performance) or the process (e.g., cost,
or effort) using metrics, controlled experiments, and statistics; and (6) maintain the consistency between the refactored elements and other software artifacts using different
consistency management techniques such as mSynTra [13]
or Fujaba [9]. In this paper, we adopt the abstract model
of refactoring, and we create the refactoring context to represent the key elements for model-driven software refactoring. For example, the refactoring location is identified as the
source rule for the refactoring model transformation while
specific behavioral constraints are encoded as pre- and postconditions.
The structure of individual refactoring transformations is
based on a classification of model transformations by Czarnecki and Helsen [8]. That is, each transformation rule is
composed of two parts: a source rule and a target rule, expressed as patterns of strings or graph elements, or logic
constraints. Transformations can also be endogenous, if
they transform models in the same language, or exogenous,
if they transform models between different languages. We
define refactoring transformations as the mapping of the
source and target graph patterns represented in UML.
Other approaches to refactoring include quality-driven
reengineering approaches [22], where basic transformations
are used to compose more complex ones based on their relation to specific soft-goals. We extend these approaches by
creating a formalism for representing and selecting generic
refactorings, and relating them in a structured manner to
specific quality goals. We also note UML-based refactor-

• Step 3. Pick the most suitable refactoring transformation based on their contribution to the chosen soft-goal.
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Figure 1. Refactoring Context Profile
ing approach [21], and previously defined UML profiles for
requirements [11], and product lines [24].

3. Defining the Refactoring Context for Software Architecture using UML Profiles
In this section, we first introduce and describe elements
of a general refactoring context for software evolution. We
then use a metamodel for describing software architecture
views as introduced by Hofmeister et al. [12] to create UML
profiles for different architectural views, namely the conceptual architecture view profile. Finally, we apply the created profiles to define the refactoring context for software
architecture artifacts.

3.1. Generic Refactoring Context
To define a generic refactoring context for software evolution, we make use of a refactoring process based on multiple soft-goals [23], which represent nonfunctional requirements and factors that may affect them.
The steps in this process are:
• Step 1. Starting with a set of refactoring goals, represent the reasoning model for refactoring as a soft-goal
interdependence graph (SIG), which represents dependencies between soft-goals. Use the SIG to quantify
acceptance or rejection attributes of each soft-goal as a
[0, 1] metric.
• Step 2. Measure quantifiable properties of soft-goals
to decide the ordering of relevance in the soft-goal hierarchy, and select the one that should be applied first.

• Step 4. Apply the selected refactoring. If there are
still soft-goals that were not addressed, return to Step
2 and repeat the evaluation, ordering, and selection.
Else, terminate the process.
Based on the above process and related research [11, 17],
we propose the following elements as stereotypes to be part
of the semantic representation of a refactoring context. Figure 1 illustrates the resulting Refactoring Context as a UML
profile.
• <<stereotype>> ModelRefactoring
Description
Represents a semantically annotated refactoring
transformation.
Attributes
sh[1] : SemanticHead — semantic annotation
source[1] : Rule — a source pattern
target[1] : Rule — a target pattern
preconditions[*] : Constraint — the conditions
that must be satisfied for a refactoring to apply
postconditions[*] : Constraint — the conditions
that must be satisfied for a refactoring to terminate successfully
context[1] : Profile — a corresponding refactoring perspective
Semantics
Each ModelRefactoring represents one semantically annotated refactoring transformation. Selection of refactorings is based on the values
stored in the SemanticHead attributes.
• <<stereotype>> SemanticHead
Description
Represents semantic annotation for ModelRefactoring.
Attributes
goals[1..*] : SoftGoal
metrics[1..*] : QualityMetric
Semantics
Refactoring transformations are associated with
corresponding SemanticHead instances. Selection of refactorings is based on the values stored
in the SemanticHead attributes.
• <<stereotype>> SoftGoal
Description
Represents quality goals for refactoring. One or
many SoftGoal instances are a part of the SemanticHead for the refactoring context.

Attributes
subgoals[*] : SoftGoals — subordinate SoftGoals
Semantics
A refactoring context is represented through a set
of soft-goals derived from SIG. To satisfy the
refactoring goals, each of the soft-goals has to
be iteratively mapped to a corresponding ModelRefactoring, which is then applied.
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«metaclass»
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«stereotype»
Concrete

<<apply>>

<<profile>>
Conceptual Architecture View

<<profile>>
Refactoring Context

• <<stereotype>> QualityMetric
Description
Represents quality metrics for refactoring. One
or many QualityMetric instances are a part of the
SemanticHead for the refactoring context.
Attributes
type : MetricType
startValue — computed metric value for the
source pattern
endValue — computed metric value for the target
pattern
Semantics
Each of the refactoring context soft-goals is measured using an appropriate quality metric. Depending on the differences between starting and
ending values, which represent metric values for
the source and target graph patterns respectively,
the chosen soft-goals are matched to individual
refactorings.

<<apply>>

<<apply>>

<<profile>>
Software Architecture Refactoring Context

Figure 3. Refactoring Context for the Conceptual Architecture View

• Execution architecture view — with run-time images,
communication paths, and communication protocols.
• Code architecture view — including source files, intermediate files, executable files, and directories.

• <<enumeration>> MetricType
Description
Represents different quality metric categories,
namely ProductMetric, ProcessMetric, and ProjectMetric, as defined in [15].
Semantics
Each of the QualityMetric is typed using an instance of MetricType.

3.2. Conceptual Architecture View Profile
To define a UML profile for software architecture, we
treat each software architecture view type individually. That
is, we consider the following architectural views as defined
in [12]:
• Conceptual architecture view — contains components,
connectors, ports, roles, and protocols, where ports,
roles, and protocols may be abstracted as parts of specific interfaces [7].
• Module architecture view —- encompasses models,
subsystems, layers, and interface protocol.

In this paper, we focus on the conceptual architecture
view, and define a UML profile for it using the previously published metamodel and semantics [12]. Based on
the UML 2.0 specifications, association relations between
stereotypes in a profile are not allowed. However, there
is no constraint on showing associations as stereotype attributes, so we have used attributes to represent associations
between stereotypes to create the profile shown in Figure 2.
The full semantic description of the profile is not provided,
as it is analog to the description for the original Hofmeister
et al. metamodel. Instead, we provide an extension to this
metamodel to account for the differences between the “asdesigned architecture”, which refers to the conceptual architectural model created during the architectural design stage,
and the “as-implemented architecture”, which refers to the
architectural model that was recovered from the implementation artifacts [3]. The differences between these two views
are indicative of possible architectural drift that may arise
due to evolution of software artifacts, and are detrimental to
maintainability.
From the described UML profiles, now we can define
the refactoring context for software architecture. Figure
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Figure 2. Conceptual Architecture View Profile
3 illustrates the refactoring context for conceptual architectural view as a combination of the generic refactoring
context and conceptual architectural view profiles. According to this view, individual refactorings are stereotyped and annotated based on the refactoring context, that
is, each transformation is represented as a combination
of the <<source>> and <<target>> stereotyped rules,
along with an instance of <<semanticHead>> stereotype. Elements that are used in the source and target patterns are stereotyped according the elements of the Conceptual Architecture View profile (e.g., <<component>>
and <<connector>>). The rule elements may be additionally stereotyped as <<concrete>> to annotate those elements that are identified (or confirmed) through software
architecture recovery. Refactoring contexts for other views
are defined in the same manner, as a combination of the
generic refactoring context and a specific architectural view
profile. The resulting profile is used to represent specific
model refactorings, as shown in Section 4.

4. A Framework for Software Architecture
Refactoring
In this section, we make use of the refactoring context
to create a framework for software architecture refactoring.
First, we introduce the steps in the refactoring process, from
identifying refactoring context elements to validating the
applied transformations and terminating. We then demonstrate the approach on a comprehensive example of architectural refactoring.

4.1. Software Architecture Refactoring Process
Using the elements of the refactoring context and the
multiple soft-goals refactoring from [23], we identify the
following steps in our approach.
Step 1. Identify Soft-Goal Hierarchy
Identify the semantic annotation elements including a
hierarchy of soft-goals. Denote the hierarchy as a softgoal interdependence graph (SIG).
Step 2. Identify Architectural Refactoring
Derive a set of candidate architectural refactorings for
the particular architectural view, with soft-goal hierarchy as guidance. For instance, apply suitable Fowler’s
refactorings [10] to software models, and identify
those that lead to expected improvements in specific
soft-goals, such as increased performance. Represent
each refactoring as a model transformation rule, with
the source and target patterns, preconditions and postconditions constraints, and specific architectural view
to which they are applied.
Step 3. Associate Refactorings with Semantic Heads
Annotate derived refactorings with compatible metrics, and compute their values. Use differences in
source and target metric values to establish applicable
soft-goals. For instance, a decrease in a coupling metric would indicate a positive effect on modularity.
Step 4. Select Primary Soft-Goal and Apply Refactorings
Choose the next primary soft-goal based on the
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Figure 4. Architectural Refactoring Example: Original Configuration
soft-goal hierarchy. Select and apply the refactorings
with the greatest contribution towards the selected
goal. For possible collisions in selection, select the
refactoring with the highest positive effect on the
largest number of soft-goals. Before selecting the
transformation, verify that the preconditions hold,
and before committing the change, validate the
transformation using postconditions.
Step 5. Process Next Soft-Goal or Terminate
If there are still soft-goals that were not addressed, go
to Step 4. Otherwise, report success and terminate.

4.2. Applying the Refactoring Framework
As a demonstrative example, let us consider the following case of architectural refactoring of a software system
responsible for management of student accounts in a university or college organization (see Figure 4). The system contains two main components: StudentManagement
and AccountManagement, reflecting two main use cases for
the system: manage student information, and manage account information. Both components store their data into
individual, internal databases using internal data components: RecordsStack for storing student data, and RecordsHashTable for storing account data. Under the increasing
loads on the database to retain information about old students for up to ten years, and due to increasing needs of the
university to accommodate more students every year, the
performance of the system has degraded significantly.
To improve the performance of the system, it is necessary to replace the internal data components with either an
optimized external data structure component, or a modern
database-management system. Moreover, to improve the
maintainability of the system, it is desirable to decrease
component coupling, and apply a model-view-controller
(MVC) architecture style. Finally, access to both databases
is not controlled, and there is no access authentication. To

improve security, it is desirable to institute role access policies to alleviate security concerns. To address these goals,
we apply our software architecture refactoring framework.
4.2.1 Step 1. Identify Soft-Goal Hierarchy
From the considered soft-goals, we identify the following
sample soft-goal hierarchy as shown in Figure 5.
As the first soft-goal, we have identified maintainability
— aptitude of the system to undergo maintenance and evolution [1] — based on the combined views of [22]. The
top-level goal of high maintainability is interpreted as high
changeability in the context of this example. We have
further identified two subgoals: high modularity, and low
change complexity, which we have mapped through subgoals to corresponding metrics. As a general resource for
metric identification, we have used a metric categorization
from [15]. Specifically for modularity, we have used Coupling Between Object (CBO), as the number of classes to
which a given class is coupled, and Lack of Cohesion on
Methods (LCOM), as the number of disjoint sets of local
methods, metrics that we introduced by Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) as part of their CK metrics suite [5].
For the second goal, we have derived performance —
the ability of a system to allocate different computation resources to respond to service requests while satisfying timing requirements [7] — using the soft-goal graph from [22].
The top-level goal of high performance is interpreted as
high time and high space performance, and mapped through
subgoals to corresponding metrics. Given that the focus
of performance-driven refactoring in this example is the
database system component, we have hence chosen corresponding database performance metrics: number of queries
processed per time unit for low response time, and the
amount of data read per time unit for high throughput [18].
For the third goal, we have identified security — protection of system data from disclosure, modification, or destruction — based on the corresponding security hierarchy
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Figure 5. Derived Soft-Goal Graph
[1]. The top-level goal of high security is interpreted as
high confidentiality and high integrity, and mapped through
subgoals to corresponding metrics. For high authentication,
we have chosen attack complexity metric [4], which estimates the complexity of effort invested by attacker to cause
a security breach, including different attack mechanisms.
For high encryption, we have selected attack surface metric [16], which indicates the number of system resources of
selected type available for attack from the outside.
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4.2.2 Step 2. Identify Architectural Refactoring

«connector»
DatabaseAccess
«role»
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Based on the analysis of the given system, we have identified desired refactoring actions, and compared them to
Fowler’s classification of source-code refactorings [10]. As
a result of the comparison, we have identified the following
desired transformations for the system:
• (Rule1) Separate Database from Component (see Figure 6), where a target database component is coupled
and internally contained by its parent. To improve
modularity, this complex transformation (1) removes
the component from the parent, (2) instantiates it as
a new optimized component with an appropriate connector, and (3) reestablishes the connection between
the target and the parent. One of the important preconditions is for the source rule to be correctly matched
against a pattern in the source model to which it is applied. Based on the stereotypes, a pattern of two components, a parent that contains a child component, is
identified. However, it is important to apply the pattern
to only those child components that provide database
functionality.
To solve this mapping problem, we have used an
approach to matching model elements using semantic annotations [14]. The matching rules can also
be expressed as OCL constraints on features defined
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Figure 6. Separate Database from Component
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Rule

through a feature map. The source pattern would then
be matched with a location in the applied model only
if the child component of the connector implements
the same feature (i.e., database access). A similar approach that uses feature models and information retrieval techniques was proposed in [20]. However, the
topic of feature mapping and element matching is out
of the scope of this paper, and will be addressed in
more detail in future research.
• (Rule2) Consolidate Duplicate Components / Connectors (see Figure 7), where duplicate components or
connectors are unified into one. To decrease change
complexity by decreasing the size of the system, this
complex transformation (1) identifies functionalityequal components or connectors, (2) removes the redundant instances, and (3) reconnects the connectors
or components to the now unified component or connector, respectively.
• (Role3) Implement Role Access Policies (see Figure
9), where access to a resource is controlled through a
specific connector that implements a role access policy. To improve security by increasing the complexity
of attack through authentication, this complex refactoring (1) identifies a connector that provides access
to one or more components without role authentication, (2) creates different roles within the connector
with separate roles and role access policies for each resource, and (3) reconnects the connected components
to newly created roles.
4.2.3 Step 3. Associate Refactorings with Semantic
Heads
For each of the defined transformation rules, we now instantiate corresponding semantic heads. For each rule, we
measure values for each of the metrics identified in Step 1.
The results are interpreted as positive, neutral, or negative
effects that each refactoring has on a specific soft-goal.
• For Rule1, we observe (1) a decrease in the CBO metric for the database component from one to zero; (2)
decrease from two to one in the LCOM metric for the
parent of the database component, but no change in
the relative LCOM value since a new component was
created; (3) undeterminable or no significant effect on
the LOC metric; (4 and 5) increase in the amount of
data read per time unit and number of queries per time
unit, by exact values that depend on the optimization
of the new component; (6) increase in the attack complexity metric, since an attacker now cannot access the
database by only compromising the parent component;
and (7) undeterminable or no effect on the attack surface metric, since no additional protection was speci-

fied. The results of the observations are significantly
positive effects on (++) maintainability and (++) performance, and some positive effects on (+) security.
• For Rule2, (1 and 2) no effect on the CBO and LCOM
metric since the connecting protocols did not change
(for CBO) and since only a connector was removed
(for LCOM); (3) decrease in the LCOM metric since a
redundant component was removed; (4 and 5) no effect
on the performance metrics since the individual data
flows did not changes; (6 and 7) no effect on the security metrics since no additional protection was specified. The results of the observations are a positive effect on (+) maintainability, and no determinable effect
on performance and security.
• For Rule3, (1) no effect on the CBO metric since the
connecting protocols did not change; (2) increase in
the LCOM metric from one to two with addition of another set of local methods for handling the second access policy; (3) increase in the LOC metric with code
for handling additional roles and role access policies;
(4 and 5) decrease in the performance metrics since additional authentication processing was added; (6) increase in the attack complexity metric by adding authentication; and (7) decrease in the attack surface metric, since resources protected by authentication are not
directly exposed. The results of the observations are
negative (or very negative, depending on specific authentication scenarios) effects on maintainability (-/–)
and performance (-/–), and very positive effects on security (++).
In the given annotation analysis, we have not focused
on specific metric values but instead on trends in their
change to determine the relations between model refactorings and soft-goals. This approach simulates practical circumstances, where due to time constraints it may not be
possible to accurately define and apply each metric. Moreover, the analysis of each metric may need to include not
just the trends in the refactoring transformation but also
effects on the system to which the transformation is applied. Hence, it would be desirable if specific metrics could
be associated as part of UML profiles for specific refactoring types (e.g., performance metrics for performanceimproving transformations), and automatically computed
when specific transformations are selected and applied. Extending profiles with specific metric sets is part of our future
research.
4.2.4 Step 4. (Iteration 1) Select Primary Soft-Goal
and Apply Refactorings
In this first iteration of applying selected refactorings, we
use modifiability as our primary soft-goal. From Step 3, re-
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lated transformations are Rule1 and Rule2, where Rule1 has
more significant effect on modifiability (++). Therefore, we
apply (1) Separate Database from Component transformation once, and (2) Consolidate Duplicate Connectors transformation twice (once for duplicate component, and once
for duplicate connector) to achieve improvement in modifiability. The result of applying the three transformations
to the system, without showing intermediate steps for space
consideration, is shown in Figure 8.

Since all of the primary soft-goals were address, we declare
success with the final configuration shown in Figure 10, and
terminate.
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«port»
UserInput

«role»
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«port»
MethodInput

«port»
MethodInput

«component»
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«port»
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Connection
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4.2.5 Step 4. (Iteration 2) Select Primary Soft-Goal
and Apply Refactorings
In the second iteration, we select performance as our primary soft-goal. However, we determine that performance
was already significantly improved through the effects of
Rule1. Additional constraints (postconditions) on performance metrics could be used to quantifiable verify that this
soft-goal is satisfied.

«role»
Client
«connector»
DatabaseAccess
«role»
Server
«port»
QueryInput

Figure 10. Architectural Refactoring Example:
Refactored Configuration

4.2.6 Step 4. (Iteration 3) Select Primary Soft-Goal
and Apply Refactorings
In the third iteration, we select security as our primary softgoal. We determine that security was already addressed partially through the effects of Rule1. From Step 3, we now
identify Rule3 as having significant effect on security (++),
and we apply it to the configuration from Figure 8. The resulting structure after applying this rule is shown in Figure
10.

5. Conclusions and Future Research
In this paper, we have presented an approach to
refactoring of software architecture artifacts using model
transformations and semantic annotations related to system quality improvements. We have defined a generic
refactoring context using UML 2.0 profiles, including

<<semanticHead>> stereotype for denoting semantic annotations. We have also instantiated a profile for the conceptual architecture view, as an example of a unified method
for representing different architectural view notations. Finally, we have used the refactoring context and the conceptual architecture view profile to define specific refactoring
transformations.
In future research, we plan to extend the framework by
applying it to more complex case studies. The extensions
will address additional semantic elements for representing
individual model annotations to allow more precise transformation rule expression, and quantification through metrics of the quality improvements presented in SIGs. We also
intend to apply the approach to refactoring of other software
artifacts, including software requirements and concrete design, and define specific UML profiles for different artifact
views.
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